Alfred De Carolis, Hires VP of Wolfgang Puck Restaurants to Become President of 9021PHO
It takes special knowledge and a certain amount of experience to make a restaurant experience truly great,
and the majority stock holder wasnt satisfied with the weaker candidates. Instead, Alfred De Carolis has hired
only the very best to lead the expansion of 9021pho.
Online PR News â€“ 01-February-2013 â€“ When reservations need to be made weeks in advance to ensure
a seat, its a sure bet that a restaurant is a rousing success. Now, investor and entrepreneur Alfred De Carolis
has tapped into the talents of a man who helped make this possible at the Wolfgang Puck restaurants by
asking Greg Aghamanoukian to assume the mantle of President of 9021pho and help make the incredible
growth of the business into a rousing and ongoing success.
Â
Greg will be joining an experienced team of industry professionals as 9021pho focuses on expansion plans
over the next five years, bringing his own management expertise in to help with Alfred De Carolis investment
knowledge and Chef Kimmy Tangs culinary visions. Together, these three leaders will be supporting each
other and helping make 9021pho into one of the most delightful locations for food seekers to find.
Â
However, unlike Wolfgang Puck, 9021pho does not intend to require customers to make their reservations
weeks in advance. Instead, visitors are encouraged to come in on their own time or check out when
9021phos professional catering will be available in their area. With guidance from Greg Aghamanoukian on
the business essentials as 9021pho grows explosively outwards, families will be able to enjoy the same
high-quality meals and service no matter which of the upcoming dozens of locations they live close to.
Â
With international flavors and techniques, a menu that includes everything from tea-time to dinner, and some
of the most powerful names in the business backing it up, 9021pho will continue to benefit from the expertise
and knowledge of its leadership for years to come.
Â
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9021pho is co-owned by Alfred De Carolis and run by Chef Kimmy Tang and provides
some of the finest Vietnamese meals in California.
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